Nearby restaurants for lunch
Walking distance:

Short drive:

Subway
679 West Tennessee Street

Cabo’s Island Grill and Bar
1221 Apalachee Parkway

Pitaria
631 West Tennessee Street

Mr. Roboto
1350 West Tennessee Street

Little Athens
666 West Tennessee Street

El Tapatio
1002 North Monroe Street

China Delight
220 West Tennessee Street

THE MUSIC THEORY SOCIETY
AT FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
presents

THE 29TH ANNUAL
MUSIC THEORY FORUM
\=[

Please join us at 6:30 for dinner following the Forum.
Far East Cuisine
3425 Thomasville Road
Tallahassee, FL 32309
Directions from FSU – Turn right (eastbound) on Tennessee St. and
then left on Monroe St. Take a slight right at the fork on Monroe to
continue onto Thomasville. Continue north on Thomasville for 4.3 miles
(you will cross I-10). Turn right on Timberlane Rd., and turn immediately
right into the parking lot for Far East Cuisine. In the same strip mall are
TJ Maxx and Bruegger’s Bagels.

January 14, 2012
Longmire Room 201

Schedule of Events

9:00

Light Breakfast

9:30

Opening Remarks

2:30

James Mathes (Florida State University)

9:45

Session 1: 20th-century

Kim Loeffert, chair

Jason Hobert (University of Kentucky)
A Methodological Approach to “Synthesizing” Pitch-Class Sets:
Adjacent Subset Vectors and Elliot Carter Synthesis Subset Vectors
Matt Bell (Florida State University)
“Illusion, Dreams, Phantoms” — Piercing the Veil of Duality in the
Music of Gustav Holst

10:45 Coffee Break

Session 3: Text and Meaning

Judith Ofcarcik (Florida State University)
Disjunction, Disturbance, and Dichterliebe
Chelsey Hamm (Indiana University)
“I know not what are the words”: Charles Ives and Verbal Borrowing
Jennie Smith (Florida State University)
Aspiring Toward Heaven: Tonal, Motivic, and Narrative Structure in
“Jesu, meine Freude” BWV 227

4:00

Coffee Break

4:30

Keynote Address

Lawrence Zbikowski (University of Chicago)
Remembering Music

11:15 Session 2: Meter and Cognition

Megan Trenck, chair

Evan Williams (Florida State University)
“I Can See through the Lines”: Metric Dissonances in the
Music of Phish
Stefanie Acevedo (University at Buffalo)
Does the Change of a Melody’s Meter Aﬀect Tonal Perception?

12:30 Lunch

Fabrice Curtis, chair

6:30

Dinner: Far East Cuisine
(Directions on back page)

Keynote Address

Abstracts

Remembering Music
Lawrence Zbikowski
University of Chicago

A Methodological Approach to “Synthesizing” Pitch-Class Sets:
Adjacent Subset Vectors and Elliot Carter Synthesis Subset Vectors
Jason Hobert (University of Kentucky)

Abstract
In this paper I explore relationships between music and memory, and in
particular the way various compositional strategies exploit and challenge
human memory systems. Portions of my presentation will be illustrated
by Richard Wagner’s treatment of the opening leitmotiv from Tristan
und Isolde, but my primary example will be Toru Takemitsu’s Equinox, a
short work for guitar written in 1994.

e “Synthesis” chapters of Elliott Carter’s Harmony Book list all
possible combinatorial subset/superset relationships among every set class.
is compositional technique is well documented by scholars such as
Bernard, Capuzzo, Childs, Jenkins, Mead, Schiﬀ, and eisen (to name a
few). ough the literature on this technique is vast, developing a
methodological system for finding these subset relationships among
supersets has escaped academic curiosity. is may be due to Carter’s
simplification and stratification of texture in many of these passages that
is so clear one hardly requires elaborate analytical models to find these
relationships. However, Carter’s use of “synthesizing” sets as separate
divisions of a verticalized harmony has only been recognized in “Link
chords”––all-interval 12-note chords that contain an all-trichord
hexachord as adjacent intervals. is presentation develops a
methodology of uncovering subset relationships in reoccurring vertical set
classes through the use of two original analytical models––the “Adjacent
Subset Vector” (ASV), and the “Elliott Carter Synthesis Subset Vector”
(ECSSV). e analytical eﬃcacy of these models will be shown through
an analysis of the reoccurring vertical all-trichord hexachords found in
Elliott Carter’s Shard (1997).

Dr. Lawrence Zbikowski is an Associate Professor of Music at the
University of Chicago, where he has taught since 1993. His research
interests include applying recent work in cognitive science, especially
cognitive linguistics and cognitive psychology, to music. His book,
Conceptualizing Music: Cognition, eory, and Analysis (Oxford, 2002),
won the 2004 SMT Wallace Berry Award. He recently contributed
chapters to e Cambridge Handbook of Metaphor and ought
(Cambridge, 2008), Communication in Eighteenth Century Music
(Cambridge, 2008), New Perspectives on Music and Gesture (Ashgate,
2011), and Music and Consciousness (Oxford, 2011), and has published in
Music Humana, Musicæ Scientiæ, Music Analysis, and Music eory
Spectrum. During the 2010-11 academic year he held a fellowship from
the American Council of Learned Societies, and was also Fulbright
Visiting Research Chair at McGill University. He was a fellow at the
National Humanities Center during 2003–2004 and is also an active
guitarist.

“Illusion, Dreams, Phantoms” — Piercing the Veil of Duality
in the Music of Gustav Holst
Matt Bell (Florida State University)
While Gustav Holst is primarily known for his gigantic orchestral
suite e Planets, the rest of his compositional output is rarely performed
or studied. e purpose of this investigation is twofold: first, to introduce
and examine some other notable works by the composer; second, to study
Holst’s use of special harmonic and voice-leading patterns.
Holst’s interest in Sanskrit and Hindu mythology heavily
dominated his early compositional period, which culminated in the
creation of his first acknowledged masterwork, Savitri, Op. 25. e
libretto of this one-act chamber opera is based on an episode from the
Mahabharata, and hinges on the well-known theme of redemption
through love. However, the composer’s interpretation of the story and
subject matter is uniquely compelling, owing to its presentation against
the backdrop of the ancient Vedic concept of maya, or illusion. is term
is used to describe the false dichotomy between perceived reality and
imagination. Tellingly, the recitatives in which characters explain “all is
unreal” are based on reflexive triads called “hexatonic poles” by Richard
Cohn. Although Holst subsequently moved away from Vedic subject
matter, his compositional language retained many of the features
developed in this early period, including hexatonic poles, non-tonal
triadic voice‐leading, tonal and modal ambiguity, and themes of false
realities. Such pieces include e Planets, e Hymn of Jesus, and his 7
Canons.

“I Can See through the Lines”:
Metric Dissonances in the Music of Phish
Evan Williams (Florida State University)
e music of Phish is eclectic, virtuosic, and intricately crafted.
Although they are mostly known for live shows, where improvised jams
can last nearly an hour, their studio albums contain songs with formal,

harmonic, rhythmic, and metric complexities that prevent
straightforward stylistic classification. Phish’s music often utilizes
sophisticated compositional techniques, especially with regards to meter.
Metric dissonances, as they occur throughout their musical output, may
be placed within four categories: metric reinterpretations, metric
modulations, mixed or changing meters, and polymeter or simultaneous
metric streams. All of the dissonances cause the listener to actively focus
on the meter, rather than merely internalizing the groove. us, instead
of using meter as simply a stable foundation on which to construct songs,
Phish uses meter as a compositional tool.
ese metric dissonances can serve as transitions, formal
boundaries, or the underlying foundation of a song. ey are frequently
used to change either the tempo, pulse, or meter between sections, and
allow the band greater compositional flexibility. Phish’s compositional
style draws on many diﬀerent styles and influences, and will require
analytical tools from many diﬀerent genres ranging from harmonic
analysis to musical gesture and embodiment to interpret. is paper
begins the examination into Phish’s musical output by focusing on the
use of metric dissonance.

Does the Change of a Melody’s Meter Affect Tonal Perception?
Stefanie Acevedo (Auditory Perception and Action Lab, University at
Buﬀalo, State University of New York)
David Temperley (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester)
Peter Q. Pfordresher (Auditory Perception and Action Lab, University at
Buﬀalo, State University of New York)
e interplay between motivic structure (repeated melodic
patterns) and metrical structure is thought to be a critical component of
music perception (cf. Lerdahl & Jackendoﬀ, 1983). It has been
anecdotally observed that the recognition of repeated melodic patterns is
facilitated when the repetitions are aligned with the meter (Deutsch,
1980), but this has never been systematically demonstrated. We report a
study that explored whether matched metrical and motivic structure
facilitates the recognition of alterations to pitch patterns stored in shortterm memory. Eight tonal melodies were composed with binary (four-

note) or ternary (three-note) repeated patterns. Meter was implied during
each trial through a regular metronome click and a harmonic progression
played prior to each trial that suggested a simple meter (aligned with the
binary patterns) or a compound meter (aligned with the ternary patterns).
Melodies, thus, consisted of motivic structures and metrical structures
that were crossed factorially and could match or mismatch. On each trial,
participants heard a single combination of meter and melody twice; in
half the trials, one pitch in the second presentation was displaced. Results
showed diﬀerences between musically trained and untrained subjects
(mean percentage correct: trained subjects = 84%, untrained subjects:
57%). Pooled trained subject data showed an interaction between pattern
and meter eﬀects: within the context of the same motivic pattern
structure, matching metrical structure resulted in increased accuracy
compared to mismatching metrical structure. Trained subjects also
showed greater accuracy on stimuli with ternary motivic structures.
Untrained subjects showed floor eﬀects. A modified experimental
paradigm showed preliminary results of no interaction for untrained
subjects. e current results show possible influences of higher-order
aspects of structure on the perception of local properties of events (for
example, pitch class), as well as possible diﬀerences in perception for
trained and untrained subjects.

Disjunction, Disturbance, and Dichterliebe
Judith Ofcarcik (Florida State University)
The drama of Dichterliebe derives from the erratic emotional
reactions of the protagonist to an unrequited love. In this paper, I will
explore the disjunctions that saturate Dichterliebe in an attempt to
present a portrait of the protagonist’s troubled inner life. Disjunctions
between reality and nostalgia in the texts, which shift from love poems
expressing hope of reconciliation to bitter invectives and doleful sighing,
mirror changes within the protagonist, as he becomes increasingly
depressed and suicidal. The nostalgic poems in particular cast doubt on
the protagonist’s veracity, as he seems to paint an overly- positive picture
of the past. Striking and unexpected disjunctions between piano and

voice occur throughout, especially at cadences, and require a new model
of art song analysis that allows voice and piano to function as
independent agents. Further, such disjunctions have implications for
large-scale connections between songs (based on harmonic and/or linear
relationships as well as weakened endings), which in turn creates contrast
between unity and disjunction at a higher level of structure. Finally, the
combination of text and music allows for disjunction in yet another
domain; when text and music contradict each other, irony results, once
again calling the protagonist’s authenticity into question. These
disjunctions, between reality and nostalgia, piano and voice, and text and
music, provide opportunities for hermeneutic readings that create a
complex and nuanced depiction of derangement.

“I know not what are the words”:
Charles Ives and Verbal Borrowing
Chelsey Hamm (Indiana University)
Charles Ives composed “e ings Our Fathers Loved” in 1917,
writing both the poem and musical setting of this well-known art song.
ough a multitude of scholars have studied the song, research using its
poem as a point of departure (and a study of Ives’s poetry as a whole) is
notably absent. Studies have instead focused on the song’s musical
workings such as the use of “borrowed tunes”, the juxtaposition of old
and new musical elements, form, motives, character, and even structural
voice-leading. Furthermore, few scholars have considered this song within
its historical and biographical contexts.
In this paper I will examine the song within the context of
America’s entry into World War I in 1917, and will discuss the impact of
this event on Ives’s compositions from that year. I begin by examining
the structural and musical features of the poem, and then proceed to its
musical setting; such methodology is the opposite of most other studies,
which frequently begin with the setting and then discuss only surface
features of the text. Next I support a new interpretation of the song, one
that is based on contextualization and centers around Ives’s “verbal
borrowings,” the existence of which I demonstrate in this essay. I then

return to the poem and music together, discussing how the song could be
heard as a composing-out of salient aspects of the verbal borrowings, and
conclude by proposing a theoretical framework for verbal borrowings that
is analogous to Burkholder’s classification of musical borrowings.

Aspiring Toward Heaven:
Tonal, Motivic, and Narrative Structure in
“Jesu, meine Freude” BWV 227
Jennie Smith (Florida State University)
J. S. Bach’s motet, “Jesu, meine Freude” BWV 227, weaves
shared tonal, structural, and motivic strands through each movement that
relate expressively to its text, yielding a coherent narrative that describes
the believer’s earthly journey toward a spiritual state only achievable in
death. In this paper, I will demonstrate the influence of these musical
markers on the underlying narrative progression by providing a detailed
Schenkerian treatment of the first two movements (the first segment of
the narrative) in relation to the larger narrative structure of the entire
work. is project begins to rectify the dearth of analytical literature on
Bach’s motets and also represents a unique synthesis of structural,
motivic, and narrative analysis applied to a complex, multi-movement
work from the late Baroque era.
e paper begins with a synopsis of the entire motet’s narrative
structure, citing the text source, key phrases, and thematic content for
each of its eleven movements. en I discuss how the intense desire for
spiritual transcendence and the steps taken to achieve it are expressed in
the text and music of the first narrative segment, using Lawrence
Zbikowski’s extension of the conceptual integration network. In the next
section of the paper, a Schenkerian approach to motivic parallelisms
drives my more detailed exploration of how two primary motives from
the opening chorale are composed-out in the second movement of the
motet. I conclude the paper by summarizing the text/music interaction in
the remainder of the motet in order to contextualize my work on the first
two movements.
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